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	Inside Your Calculator: From Simple Programs to Significant Insights, 9780470114018 (0470114010), John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Many of us want to understand how the technological instruments that so pervade modern society operate.  This book answers questions about one of those devices: the scientific calculator.  Calculator keys seem to work like magic.  They tell us, for example, that the cosine of 56° is 0.559192903. This book explores the simple internal calculator processes (called algorithms or programs) that produce this and similar results.  Although the text focuses on the calculator keys that compute powers, roots, logarithms, and trigonometry functions, insights are also provided into simple programming, conversion between decimal and binary numeration, and perhaps most important, the structure of our numeration systems.  Many people think that the processes that drive calculators demand advanced mathematical concepts such as Taylor series.  However, high school algebra and a minimum understanding of programming (provided by this text) supply enough background to understand these algorithms.
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Dive Into PythonApress, 2004
Dive Into Python is a hands-on guide to the Python language. Each chapter starts with a real, complete code sample, proceeds to pick it apart and explain the pieces, and then puts it all back together in a summary at the end.

Python is a new and innovative scripting language. It is set to replace Perl as the programming language...


		

Mastering Windows Server 2012 R2Sybex, 2013

	Check out the new Hyper-V, find new and easier ways to remotely connect back into the office, or learn all about Storage Spaces—these are just a few of the features in Windows Server 2012 R2 that are explained in this updated edition from Windows authority Mark Minasi and a team of Windows Server experts led by Kevin Greene. This book...


		

The Toaster Project: Or a Heroic Attempt to Build a Simple Electric Appliance from ScratchPrinceton Press, 2011

	Where do our things really come from? China is the most common answer, but Thomas Thwaites decided he wanted to know more. In The Toaster Project, Thwaites asks what lies behind the smooth buttons on a mobile phone or the cushioned soles of running sneakers. What is involved in extracting and processing materials? To answer these...





	

Implementing Voice over IPJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In general, voice transmission over the Internet protocol (IP), or VoIP, means
transmission of real-time voice signals and associated call control information
over an IP-based (public or private) network. The term IP telephony is commonly
used to specify delivery of a superset of the advanced public switched
telephone network...

		

Jump Start Responsive Web DesignSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2013

	
		Get a Jump Start on Responsive Web Design today!

	
		Responsive Web Design is redefining the way websites are designed, enabling you to craft websites that deliver exceptional experiences to your users - whether they happen to be using a desktop PC, tablet or mobile device.

	
		In just one weekend with this...



		

Accounting for Non-Accounting StudentsFinancial Times Management, 2004

	Accounting for Non-Accounting Students has firmly established itself over five editions as the market leading text in its field. This highly regarded text offers a clear and non-technical introduction to the basic principles of both financial and management accounting. Building on the success of previous editions, the sixth edition places...
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